KEYARTS HOUSTON - PIANO MOVING & TUNING

This coupon for discount of 20% off standard
Piano Tuning rates
This coupon is good for 1 (one) standard piano tuning (repairs or pitch-raise
additional). Minor adjustments at no charge. This coupon VALUE is 20% off
the standard quoted prices below. This coupon applies only with a move and
tune combination by Dad & Brad Piano Movers (or other approved, certified
piano mover) and KeyArts Houston. Dad & Brad Piano Movers is the mover of
choice for KeyArts Houston and has proved to be the most economical for
our customers however, complex stair moves may require a different moving
crew. We only recommend bona-fide, experienced piano movers for our
customers.
To use this coupon please call or email KeyArts Houston, 281-488-2055 to
make an appointment. Coupon must be used within 90 days of the date
issued. This coupon may also be used, in addition to tuning, as a
discount coupon of $150 on any piano purchase at KeyArts Houston
within 1 (one) year of the issue date.
STANDARD CURRENT TUNING RATES (Subject to change)
Inside Loop 610 - $110
Outside Loop 610 - $125
Outside Beltway 8 $145
Woodlands/Kingwood - $145
Clear Lake Area - $105
For other areas please call.
THIS COUPON NUMBER:
DATE ISSUED:
Visit: WWW.KEYARTSHOUSTON.COM for all your piano needs.
SALES & SERVICE (Kawai-Yamaha-Perzina-Hardman and all brands)

*

As a further bonus for our customers:

If you take advantage of this coupon discount offer, we will continue to
provide tuning service in the future at the same discount rate. If our
standard rate changes, your rate will continue to be @ 20% discount.

KeyArts Piano of Houston
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